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Leave a legacy

that helps prevent tragedy
& supports survivors
Whether you wish to support one of our burn
survivor programs, education on burn prevention
or further research into burn treatments, you can
create a meaningful and lasting legacy by making
the Burn Fund a beneficiary in your will or by
providing a planned gift such as Life Insurance,
RRSP’s and/or Charitable Remainder Trusts. For
more information on our survivor support programs
and services, please visit www.burnfund.org.

If you’re looking to make a difference
in the lives of Burn Survivors across BC
and the Yukon, and would like to discuss
your legacy, please contact:
604-436-5617 or info@burnfund.org

“Preventing victims, empowering survivors!!!”™
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About us

LEAVE A LEGACY™ is a national, community-based public awareness campaign that
encourages people to leave a gift through their will or another planned giving vehicle to
a charity that is meaningful to them. Supporters of local LEAVE A LEGACY™ programs
include charitable organizations, professional estate and financial organizations,
financial institutions, community foundations, other local funders and the media.

Messages from the Chairs
LEAVE A LEGACY™
Greater Vancouver

Canadian Association
of Gift Planners, CAGP
Greater Vancouver

Jim bindon
Chair
LEAVE A LEGACY™ Greater Vancouver

AS THE NEW CHAIR FOR THIS YEAR’S LEAVE
A LEGACY™ PROGRAM IT IS A PLEASURE
AND PRIVILEGE FOR ME TO PRESENT OUR
19TH LEAVE A LEGACY™ SUPPLEMENT.

Jane Westheuser
Executive Chair
CAGP Greater Vancouver Chapter

Once again we have a variety of wonderful articles in this year’s supplement.
From human interest stories of grateful patients becoming donors and
ambassadors to articles offering sound philanthropic and financial advice, the
articles provide inspiration and ideas that are valuable to all.

On behalf of the Greater Vancouver Area
Chapter of the Canadian Association of
Gift Planners (CAGP), I am so pleased to
share the Fall 2018 edition of the LEAVE
A LEGACY™ planned giving supplement
with you.

This is our twentieth LEAVE A LEGACY™ supplement and, over the years, this
initiative has published hundreds of inspiring and informative stories. For
me personally, it’s the stories about grateful donors committed to ‘paying it
forward’ which I find most inspiring.

For years, readers like you have enjoyed learning about individuals and
families who have considered the mark they would like to leave on this planet,
and many have left a legacy — through their volunteer work, and through
their philanthropic donations of today, and tomorrow.

If you are inspired
by the articles in
this supplement,
I encourage you
to take action!

The philanthropic needs and funding priorities
that help our communities develop and
keep pace with growth continues to increase
every year. This is why those of us involved
with LEAVE A LEGACY™ play a significant
role in continuing to raise awareness on the
importance of leaving a charitable legacy.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our LEAVE A LEGACY™
partners for their continued support of this initiative. Together, we continue
to demonstrate that transformational achievements are possible when
people are inspired and educated in how to create lasting benefit for our
communities and environment through legacy giving.
If you are inspired by the articles in this supplement, I encourage you to take
action! Contact your favourite charities to learn more about the positive
impact your current or future financial support can have. At the same time,
have a conversation with your family and financial and legal advisors about
how to create a charitable strategy that that is aligned with the charitable
organizations that matter most to you.
In closing, I would like to share with you the wise words of James Baldwin:
“We are responsible for the world in which we find ourselves, if only because
we are the only sentient force which can change it.”
I hope reading the articles of this supplement inspire you to create a plan for
your own philanthropic legacy!

I invite you to take some time to sit down, relax and enjoy the stories between
the covers of Planned Giving — Your Guide to Legacies and Estate Planning.
You’ll find stories about people like you and me: stories of gratitude and hope,
stories of community and kindness. You’ll read stories of people who want to
make a difference in the lives of their fellow British Columbians.
In addition, you’ll find articles from the professional advisors who help to
facilitate generous legacy gifts. You’ll learn from them about charitable
bequests, gifts of life insurance and gifts of registered savings plan.
The goal of the Canadian Association of Gift Planners is to promote
philanthropy in Canada. Together, association members, including charity
fundraisers and professional advisors, build awareness of legacy giving and
help Canadians to plan their current and legacy gifts to accomplish their
philanthropic goals.
I have been fundraising for over 25 years. And every day, I am inspired by the
thoughtful generosity of ordinary British Columbians.
I hope you too are inspired when you read the stories in this supplement:
inspired to learn more about legacy giving, to chat with your advisor about
planning your philanthropy and to consider your own personal legacy gift.
And I hope you will join me, and thousands of others like me, and make a
legacy gift to charitable causes that matter to you.
Enjoy!
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Joan Was Like
a Sister to Me
a charitable gift to
them when she updated
her will,” said Mary.

celia campos
Development Officer–Planned Giving
Covenant House Vancouver

During late night study sessions with
Johnny Angel by Shelley Fabares playing
in the background, Mary and Joan cemented
their lifelong friendship.

Mary and Joan were
studying education
together, both
becoming teachers.
While their younger lives
led them in different
directions, both of them
settled in Vancouver,
and they remained firm
friends until Joan passed
away in 2015.
Mary administered her
friend’s estate, which

included gifts to her
friends and family,
and a gift to Covenant
House Vancouver. “Joan
was always concerned
about others in our
community, especially
young people, making
sure they were able
to make the most of
opportunities that led
to a life off the street.
She had supported

them through Covenant
House Vancouver for
many years, so it was only
natural that she include

Joan was like
a sister to me,
so I feel very
strongly that
her legacy in
the community
continues.

There are a number
of different types of
charitable gifts that can
be included in estate
plans. Two of the main
ones are: a residual
bequest that gives all
or a percentage of the
remainder of an estate
to the charity, and a
specific bequest that
gives a stated gift of
cash or property (such
as stocks or real estate)
to the charity. A financial
professional can help
you decide which type
of gift best fits your own
circumstances.

...a residual
bequest that
gives all or a
percentage of
the remainder
of an estate to
the charity...
Besides helping her
friends and family, and
people through Covenant
House Vancouver, Joan’s
gift also resulted in
some significant tax
savings. Many estates
are subject to probate
tax, and the deceased
individual’s final taxes
need to be filed by the
estate administrator, Mary
in this case. “Joan’s estate
had a large tax bill. Her

charitable gifts meant
I received tax receipts
that allowed me to
reduce the amount of
taxes her estate owed,
so more money was
available to the causes
and people closest
to Joan’s heart. Joan
was like a sister to me,
so I feel very strongly
that her legacy in the
community continues.”

...a specific
bequest that
gives a stated
gift of cash or
property (such
as stocks or
real estate) to
the charity.

Give the
Gift of the
Future

YOUR LEGACY
CAN TRANSFORM
THEIR FUTURE
When you leave a legacy gift, you’re
helping turn the greatest possibilities
in child health into new realities.
Discover more
604.875.3679
bcchf.ca/legacy

A legacy gift to the BC Wildlife Federation allows you to contribute to a
sustainable future through conservation and rehabilitation of BC’s precious
fish and wildlife habitats and ecosystems.
Help us protect, enhance and promote the wise use of the environment for
present and future generations.

Contact us today to leave your conservation legacy!
Development Coordinator
1-888-881-2293 ext. 233
giving@bcwf.bc.ca | www.bcwf.bc.ca
Registered Charity # 11880 1315 RR0001
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MCCARTHY
LEGACY
CHALLENGE
As proud planned giving donors, William McCarthy
and his family want to inspire your support to
advance cancer care now and well into the future.
Until December 31st, the McCarthys will generously
donate $10,000 to honour every new confirmed
planned gift to the BC Cancer Foundation.
For more information, contact
604.877.6165 or legacy@bccancer.bc.ca.

Legal Name: BC Cancer Foundation
Registration Number: 11881 8434 RR0001
Celia Campos of
Covenant House
Vancouver

@BCCancerFoundation

CHANGING LIVES.
ONE DOG AT A TIME.
PADS has been placing life-changing assistance dogs
for over 30 years. These dogs support individuals and
communities in so many ways:
• Service Dogs for those with physical disabilities
(other than blindness);
• Hearing Dogs to act as “ears” for those that are
deaf or hard of hearing;
• Accredited Facility Dogs that support learning or
victims of crime or trauma;
• PTSD Service Dogs for veterans and first
responders affected by PTSD;
• VIP (Very Important Pet) Dogs that are special
friends to children with disabilities.
Your gift ensures that PADS’ dogs can continue to focus on
what they do best: changing lives.

FOR MORE INFO CONTACT US TODAY
PADS.CA | 604.527.0556 | INFO@PADS.CA
Registered Charity #: 89225 2347 RR0001

@bccancerfdn

bccancerfoundation.com/legacy

“Rico is exceptional,
he is ever by my
side: skilled, willing,
eager and loving.
He allows me go
after life without
limitations.
He’s confident,
joyful and opens
doors for me—both
figurative and literal.”
Sarah Lapp &
PADS Service Dog Rico
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Protecting Canada’s
Natural Legacy
Joe Tannenbaum,
Ecojustice Supporter

The earth is the only home we have.

It’s the only planet in this
vast universe where you
can hop in a kayak and
explore the pristine island
coastlines and ancient
cedar forests of Haida
Gwaii. If you’re lucky, you
might even see a majestic
humpback whale breach
the clear waters, all the
while enjoying and being
renewed by nature.
Nature is a living legacy —
one that has been handed
down to us from past
generations. And I believe
it is our responsibility to

When it came time to
draw up my will, I gave
a lot a thought to how
I could do my part to
uphold this legacy. With
the support of my family,
I decided to leave a gift
for Ecojustice, Canada’s
largest environmental law
charity, in my will.

we found it. Some of us
are activists or make our
voices heard through the
political process. Some of
us are fortunate enough to
find ourselves in a position
where we can support
organizations like Ecojustice,
who I applaud for
representing communitybased environmental
organizations that benefit
from their legal expertise.

It was an easy choice to
make. We each have a
role to play in leaving the
earth a better place than

Inspiration comes from
seeing the past victories
Ecojustice and others
have achieved around

carry this legacy forward
for future generations.

Joe Tannenbaum,
kayaking in Indian Arm

environmental issues.
Knowing that it’s possible
to create positive change
for future generations gives
me hope and encourages
me to never give up. I’m
comforted to know that
Ecojustice is there, ready
to hold corporations and
government to account

and defend our living legacy different ways you can
do this, and to inform
for generations to come.
them of your plans. An
If you’re like me and wish
important and rewarding
to protect Canada’s natural
step in writing my will was
legacy into the future
to inform and involve my
through a gift in your will,
beneficiaries, including
I’d encourage you to
Ecojustice, in my decision,
and I would encourage
contact your favourite
you
to do the same.
charities to discuss the

Help build the case
for a better earth.
Ecojustice uses
the power of the law
to defend nature,
combat climate
change, and fight
for a healthy
environment
for all.

After your loved ones are provided for,
please consider leaving a legacy that
will safeguard our environment for
future generations.

BC & ALBERTA GUIDE DOGS
SARAH MAY
1.800.926.7744
SMAY@ ecojuStice.cA

AUTISM SUPPORT DOGS • PTSD SERVICE DOGS

1-877-940-4504 • info@bcguidedog.com • bcandalbertaguidedogs.com

I give to my community and
with Vancouver Foundation,
my giving lasts forever.
75 years ago, a single gift started
Vancouver Foundation and that gift is still
making a difference in the community today.
We can help you create a fund that gives forever.
Get started at vancouverfoundation.ca/create or
call Kristin at 604.629.5186

To find your local community foundation visit communityfoundations.ca
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For Family, For Community:
A Life of Giving Carries On
Ray Shum

Charlene Taylor
Senior Associate Director
Gift & Estate Planning
VGH & UBC Hospital Foundation

Gino De Pieri gave everything to his family.

No matter what life threw
his way, he was there to
step in and provide much
needed care to make
sure they would make
it through their hardest
moments.

“He always took care
of his family and his
community,” said Franco
De Pieri, Gino’s younger
cousin. “That was very
important to him and he
was extremely devoted to
his family.”
Both Gino’s father
and mother
suffered lifeending strokes
and his younger
sister, Silvana,
suffered from
terminal leukemia.
Yet, this couldn’t
stop Gino from
buckling down and
caring for each of them
through to their
final days.

Gino De Pieri

W

Gino was a giver.
Even though his life
ended three years ago
from a rare form of cancer,
his legacy of giving
carries on. By leaving a
generous gift in his will
to help the Leukemia/
Bone Marrow Transplant
(L/BMT) Program of BC
at Vancouver General
Hospital (VGH), Gino
continues to care for those
who suffer from an illness
he knew all too well.
“Gino wanted to honour
the family name and
Silvana by giving to
this area,” says Franco.
“He wanted to make a
difference to people with
cancer.”
The L/BMT Program at
VGH caught Gino’s eye
because it provides care
for all adults in British
Columbia and the Yukon

Gino De Pieri and
his mother, Onorina

who need stem cell
transplants. The team also
looks after patients with
blood cancers such as
leukemia, which Silvana
experienced.
This legacy gift Gino
left will have a
significant impact now
and into the future for
British Columbians with
blood cancers.
By leaving a gift in your
will, making a gift of life
insurance or designating

a charity of your choice
as the beneficiary of
your RRSP, RRIF or TFSA,
you can be the change
you want to see in your
community.

He always
took care of
his family
and his
community.
It’s a lot simpler to leave a
charitable gift in your will

than you might think.
All it takes is one phone
call to a charity like
VGH & UBC Hospital
Foundation, who can
provide you with the
appropriate wording
for your will.
Making sure your
will is up-to-date and
reflects the causes
most important to you
ensures your values,
passion and legacy
carry on after you.

Forever
a place
in your
heart

We grant wishes
because wishes
change lives.
Leave a Legacy

of HOPE

Natalie 4, spinal muscular atrophy

I wish to go on a cruise!

MAKE-A-WISH® BC & YUKON
www.makeawishbc.ca
604.688.7944
bcchapter@makeawish.ca

Help end animal cruelty by becoming a Forever
Guardian. Make a gift of publicly traded stock,
an RRSP, or include a gift in your will to ensure
your legacy of love and caring lives on.
Visit us today at: www.foreverguardian.ca
Or contact:
ybenoit@spca.bc.ca 1.800.665.1868

BN: 11881 9036 RR0001
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A Legacy Comes
Full Circle

BC Children’s Hospital
Foundation donor and
former patient, Dr. Jane Shin.

Brittany Kingzett
Gift & Estate Planning Coordinator
BC Children’s Hospital Foundation

When everyone pays it forward, we all benefit.
That was definitely the
case for Jane Shin, a
former BC Children’s
Hospital patient turned
donor and ambassador
for the Foundation. She
is living proof of how the
generosity of others has
the power to transform
lives. She is also an
inspiring example of
how her own positive
experience led her to
give back to the same
community that brought
her family together
during a difficult time.
When Jane was 16 years
old, she remembers
going to the hospital
with a severe nose bleed
and tiny bruises on her
body. Blood work taken
at her local emergency
department led to a
referral to BC Children’s,
where she received a
devastating diagnosis —

she had aplastic anemia,
a rare blood disorder.

She is living
proof of how
the generosity
of others has
the power
to transform
lives.
“I remember being
completely healthy,
running around, studying
— life as usual — and
one sentence later, I was
in a wheelchair. My blood
counts were so bad that
they had to check me in
right away.”
Jane underwent several
months of treatment at
the hospital. She recalls the
difference the incredible
care she received made.
Beyond just treating Jane’s
condition, her emotional

needs were considered
with practices and spaces
designed to calm young
minds. The needs of her
family and loved ones
were also prioritized.
It’s those positive
early experiences that
ultimately helped shape
who Jane — and her
family — are today. “It was
a transformative period
of time for us — where
I not only healed from
the condition, but it
instilled in my family
a real sense of active
citizenship.”
Twenty-two years later,
Jane still cherishes that
experience. In fact,
it’s what continues to
drive her to give and to
encourage others to do
the same. “The legacy
piece really made sense
for me when I started
to research more into

CRESTON VALLEY WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
Area is a 17,000 acre wetland
located along Hwy 3 in the beautiful
Creston Valley, BC. We are a not-for-profit
provincial crown agency with federal
charitable status.
Your generous legacy will support our
continuing mission to manage this
incredibly unique area for conservation
and natural species diversity through
active habitat and wildlife management,
research and education.

To learn more about gifting to secure the
future of CVWMA Please visit
crestonwildlife.ca/donate
or Contact: Pamela Sabo
250-402-6900 • office@crestonwildlife.ca

She was
empowered
by the fact
that paying
monthly
premiums
during her
lifetime
could mean
a significant
contribution
after she
passed
away.

various ways I could
contribute, especially with
our current affordability
climate.” Jane chose
to name BC Children’s
Hospital Foundation as
the beneficiary of her life
insurance policy.
She was empowered
by the fact that paying
monthly premiums during
her lifetime could mean
a significant contribution
after she passed away. She
sees it as an investment

in the futures of children
who will benefit from
the kindness of others,
like her family once
did. And by starting the
policy at a younger age,
her premiums aren’t as
expensive as they would
have been had she started
later in life. “It just made
sense. I think leaving a
legacy is a great concept,
it’s easy to do and it’s a
substantial future gift
that can make a major
difference when it comes.”

Join the fight.
Leave a legacy.
A gift in your Will helps fund
the best cancer research,
prevention initiatives and
support programs.
Canadian Cancer Society,
BC & Yukon
565 West 10th Avenue,
Vancouver, BC V5Z 4J4
Janice Williams, CFRE
Manager,
Estate & Gift Planning
604-675-7112
janice.williams@bc.cancer.ca

cancer.ca
ChAritABle regisrAtion numBer:
118829803 rr0001
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Creating a Legacy
of Hope, Strength and Joy
Ross Hetherington
CEO
Make-A-Wish BC & Yukon

It’s probably true of most
of us that contemplating
our own mortality isn’t
something we want to spend
too much time on.
Yet, on the other side
of the coin, we likely do
spend time thinking
about the mark we will
leave on the world once
we are gone.
Fact of the matter is,
great wealth is not
required to leave an
incredible legacy for
others. The power of a

“
t
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wish granted through
Make-A-Wish® is an
example of how your
legacy can be paid
forward to others, like
15-year-old Soham, and
all the people she helped
through her wish.

“
I
f
f

Soham was diagnosed
with a brain tumour when
she was 13 years old.

O
a
o

What’s vital to Rick
and Susan Mahler?
Leaving a legacy to support
the future of health care in BC.
Join donors like Rick and Susan by
making a legacy gift to VGH & UBC
Hospital Foundation to care for the
patients of today and tomorrow.
“We all know how important it is to give back to the
communities where we live, work and play,” says
Rick, former board chair of VGH & UBC Hospital
Foundation. “At VGH, patients receive some of the
best, most specialized care in the world, so the
Foundation was at the top of my list.”

“
s
a
t
S
u
a
d
l
h

Please contact:
Charlene Taylor
Senior Associate Director,
Gift and Estate Planning
charlene.taylor@vghfoundation.ca
604 875 4917 or 1 877 875 4676
or visit vghfoundation.ca
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“In 2014 I had brain
surgery because I had
a tumour in my left
temporal lobe,” explained
Soham. She also
underwent chemotherapy
and radiation. It was
during her treatment she
learned that she could
have a wish granted.

She realized
that through
her wish,
she could
bring joy to
many other
children who
are missing out
on some basic
needs.

“At first, I thought of all
the things I could have
for myself,” said Soham.
But those thoughts didn’t
last for very long: Soham
spent the first years of her
life living in South Africa,
and she saw what poverty
can look like.

BC & Yukon, she realized
that through her wish, she
could bring joy to many
other children who are
missing out on some
basic needs, such as
proper nutrition.

“I was born in South Africa.
I know how difficult it is
for children who are not as
fortunate as [me].”

Soham selflessly decided
that she would wish to
feed hungry children in
South Africa.

Once Soham found out
about the ‘I wish to give’
option at Make-A-Wish

By leaving a bequest
in your will, making a
gift of life insurance or

designating Make-AWish as a beneficiary of
your RRSP, RRIF or TFSA,
you too will be selflessly
giving, to help transform
lives, ensuring children
with critical illnesses
have a reason to hope
for a brighter future.
When you leave a
personal legacy to
Make-A-Wish, you’re
making a powerful
statement, while
ensuring that future
generations of wish
children, their families,
and others can benefit
from future wish
experiences. There
are tax benefits with
this type of giving. It
is recommended that
you discuss legacy gift
intentions with your
financial and legal
advisors, as well as with
your family.

CHAMPIONS
WANTED
Leaving a gift in your will
to Ronald McDonald
House BC & Yukon will
provide accommodation
and a community of
support for 2,000
families with seriously ill
children each year at
our 73 room house.

LEAVE A LEGACY
THAT BREATHES LIFE
Baby Harvey’s every breath
depended on the special ventilator
funded by TB Vets. Your legacy gift
will help more babies like Harvey,
take that next critical breath.
INQUIRE ABOUT
LEGACY GIVING TODAY:
1.888.874.5626
bequests@tbvets.org
tbvets.org

TB VETS

Arming Frontline
Medical Heroes

Contact us for information:
604-736-2957
plannedgiving@rmhbc.ca
www.rmhbc.ca
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Top Reasons
Why You Need a Will
A will allows you to
designate your gift to a
specific program or area
of priority through your
chosen charity.

Janice Williams
Manager, Estate & Gift Planning
Canadian Cancer Society

Why do I need a will and estate plan?
This is a common question among Canadians.
People often believe they
are too young, not rich
enough or everything will
just go to their spouse or
the kids. Maybe they are
uncomfortable discussing
the topic with family
or superstitious about
planning for their demise.
Whatever the reason,
almost 45% of adult
Canadians do not have
a will.
Nobody wants to think
about their will, but

dealing with your estate
planning now will have
a huge impact on the
legacy you leave behind.

Top reasons
to have a will:
You decide how your
estate will be distributed,
not the government.
Without a will you
are deemed to die
intestate. This means the
government distributes
your estate to family

members based on
provincial criteria.
Your will appoints
a guardian for your
children.
Appointing a guardian
for your underage or
dependent children is the
most important reason to
have a legally valid will.
Providing instructions for
their care and financial
support can prevent a
fight over guardianship in
court, which would create

WE’RE ROOTED IN COMMUNITY.
SO ARE YOU.

identify ways to leverage those assets to
better serve our families and the community,
and we reached out to partners that could
help make it happen.

Our vision – Everyone’s welcome, Everyone belongs, Everywhere – is bold. Our
families want more for their sons and
daughters, and we’re looking at innovative ways to help them attain it. In 2013,
we took a hard look at our real estate –
17 properties including a number of
homes and buildings used for community
programs. We challenged ourselves to

We’re proud of where our bold strategy has
taken us, and we are committed to building
more. We’re talking with families, young
people and people with disabilities about
what they need to live as neighbours and
citizens. We’re talking with developers about
how they can make sure that all people have
the opportunity to be included. And we
know that there are people in community

Kinsight

TOGETHER WE CAN HELP CREATE AFFORDABLE AND INCLUSIVE HOUSING
FOR OUR SONS, DAUGHTERS AND NEIGHBOURS.

At Kinsight, we work alongside people
with developmental delays and disabilities to support their growth, development and well-being. We are committed

Your will allows you
to leave gifts to friends
and charity.
Without a will only certain
family members will inherit
your estate — no friends
or charities. A bequest to
a charity is an expression
of your beliefs and values.

to helping them set and achieve goals -whether it’s greater independence, more
community connections or a home in the
community in which they were raised.

Chief Executive Officer

family, our homes and our neighbourhoods. Over the years, it has been increasingly difficult for families to remain
in our community. Affordable housing
continues to get further out of reach, and
that’s particularly true for individuals
with disabilities or with limited, fixed
incomes.

Your will can ensure
that less of your estate
goes to taxes.
At the time of your
death, you’re deemed
to dispose of all capital
property, and your
estate must cover the
tax on any capital gains.
Without an estate plan

you won’t be able to take
advantage of tax-saving
strategies.

Over the past five years, we’ve been working
with colleagues who share our vision, including municipal housing staff, private developers like Marcon and non-profit developers
like Catalyst, BC Housing, Vancity and the
Vancity Community Foundation, and St.
Andrew’s United Church. Within the next
few years, we will have 16 new affordable,
accessible and inclusive homes for 24 people! In three different developments. In
three different neighbourhoods.

CHRISTINE SCOTT

When we think of roots, we think of

stress for everyone,
especially your children.

Everyone’s personal
situation varies but a
thoughtful and well
prepared will is the best
way to ensure family,
friends and charities that
are important to you
benefit from your estate
and your wishes are
carried out.
Do you have an up-todate will? If not, speak
to your family, financial
advisor and a lawyer and
take it off your “to-do list.”
Life does not always go as
we plan — be prepared.

who would like to think about how they can
contribute to the future of our neighbourhoods and the security of a home; to work
with us to help purchase a condo or to redevelop one of our commercial properties. We
know that there are people who also want to
ensure their assets are used well, whose
legacy could be supporting a community that
is truly rich in relationship, in warmth and
welcoming.
As Kinsight celebrates 65 years of service to
our community, our roots remain deep and
our dreams remain big. Together we can
ensure our neighbourhood is built on a foundation that that welcomes and includes people of all abilities.

For more information contact Christine Scott: Phone: 604 -525-9494 Email: cscott@kinsight.org

www.kinsight.org

Leave your lasting legacy to nature.

You can help protect BC’s special places forever. A planned gift in your will to The Nature Trust
of British Columbia will be used to preserve critical habitats across the province. You’ll be
conserving land, and the wildlife, fish, and plants that rely on it. As a non-profit organization,
we’ve protected and restored over 175,000 acres of BC’s ecologically sensitive land.
Please help us continue this vital task for future generations.
To learn more about a planned gift, please visit naturetrust.bc.ca or contact
Deborah Kennedy, Development and Communications Manager, 604.924.9771 ext. 231.
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Taking Steps
to Write a Will
Deb Kennedy
Development & Communications
The Nature Trust of BC

Writing a will can
be overwhelming and
even stressful.
Greg and Monica
experienced these feelings
as they began to prepare
their wills. By taking a
number of steps and
working with their charities
of choice, the process
became one that was
fulfilling and enjoyable.
Both Monica and Greg
are scientists. Greg had a
career in environmental
consulting and Monica
worked for the Federal
Government and is now
an artist.
Greg says, “We are
fortunate to have moved
to BC and made it our
home. It is a privilege to
live in such a beautiful
place and enjoy the
benefits of this relatively
unspoiled natural

environment here on the
West Coast.”
Recently retired, this
couple had decided it
was time to write their
wills, which would include
philanthropic gifts.

 hey began by
T
researching
some potential
charities that
matched their
core values and
then reached
out to meet
representatives
of these
charities.
This couple took a very
measured approach. They
began by researching

some potential charities
that matched their
core values and then
reached out to meet
representatives of these
charities.

Greg says, “The Nature
Trust of BC’s mandate to
secure important habitats
of high biodiversity
values and at great risk
of being lost and to

manage conservation
lands to ensure ecosystem
resilience and connectivity,
resonates with our core
environmental values and
our desire to enhance the

long term sustainability of
BC’s coastal ecosystem.”
Greg and Monica had
clearly done their
homework. While they

Make your will a testament
to your love of knowledge.
1-888-524-1798
legacy@grizzlybearfoundation.com

THEIR FUTURE CAN BE
YOUR LEGACY
You can leave the world
better than you found it.
When you leave a legacy gift
to the Grizzly Bear Foundation,
you protect threatened
grizzly bears for
generations to come.
Contact us
to discuss
your legacy
and learn
more about
our work.

Inspire lifelong learning. Support challenging ideas.
Grow fresh perspectives. For generations to come.
Knowledge Network is your commercial-free home
for intelligent programming.

Taking care of
each other is what

For more information on leaving a
bequest to Knowledge contact:
Donna Robinson
Phone 604.431.3136
Toll-Free 1.877.456.6988
Email plannedgiving@knowledge.ca
Website knowledge.ca/legacy

community

is all about.
Unique and meaningful memorials that celebrate
the life they represent

Prearrangements - call 604-328-6079
preplanning@dignitymemorial.com

Forest Lawn

oCean VIew

Funeral Home and Memorial Park

Funeral Home and Burial Park

Burnaby

Burnaby
V5J 1A4

3789 royal oak ave,

V5G 3M1

4000 Imperial st,

Dignity Memorial is a division of Service Corporation International
(Canada) ULC, a publicly owned company.
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Find out more about
leave a legacy™
Visit
leavealegacyvancouver.com
or email
info@leavealegacyvancouver.com
were rigorous in their
approach, I valued their
collaborative discussion
around what was realistic
for The Nature Trust
throughout the process.

We began by developing
language in their wills
which identified “an
evergreen endowment
to be used for the
acquisition, restoration,
management and
conservation of
ecologically important
habitats and ecosystems
in the South Coast
Region of British
Columbia,” and then we
moved to developing a
detailed Memorandum
of Understanding. This

What will your legacy be?
Planned gifts lay the foundation
for Alzheimer Society of B.C.
education programs, support
services and research for
a cure. To make a gift
in your will, visit
alzbc.org/leave-a-legacy

was an effective way to
outline the fine points
without incorporating
them in their wills.

Relationships
in the world of
philanthropy
are central to
what we do.

The beauty of this
process is that The Nature
Trust of BC has had the
opportunity to meet
the donors, help craft
the gift and express our
appreciation. We also
have the joy of sharing
our worlds. Greg plans
to visit Nature Trust
properties and Monica

is supporting our Gala
with a donation of art.
Relationships in the
world of philanthropy
are central to what we
do. The Nature Trust is
beginning a friendship
with these donors that
will be valued for years
to come.

Do good. Feel good.
Create a fund at the Jewish Community Foundation
and you do a world of good for the causes you support,
for generations to come.
Choose the type of fund best suited to your giving style,
from designated to unrestricted to donor-advised.
Then establish it in the way that works best for you.
Call us today to discuss how you can set up an endowment fund
with the Foundation, so you can plan to make a difference.

604.257.5100 | info@jewishcommunityfoundation.com

Leave a Legacy of Life-Long Friendships
Incorporating Big Brothers into your legacy plan is
a lasting statement of your generosity and kindness
– that you believe in a future where children
and youth are empowered to achieve their full
potential, creating a legacy of life-long friendships
for generations to come.

To speak to us personally and confidentially
about legacy giving, please contact:
Christina Price | Philanthropy Officer
604.876.2447 x306 or cprice@bbgvf.com
Learn More: BigBrothersVancouver.com
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powers
of
attorney:

More Than Just
Incapacity Planning

Jeremy Wong
Estate Planning Lawyer
Westcoast Wills & Estates

The ability to make charitable
donations directly through
websites. International
transfers of money with the
click of a button. The deposit
of cheques with your cell
phone. Access to all your
bank accounts through your
personal computer.
The convenience of
finance, banking and
charitable giving that has
come with the digital age
have many believing that
access to their assets will
always be unimpeded.
However, many families
soon come to realize after
a person has become
incapacitated that
access to those assets —
whether bank accounts,
real estate, investments —
will generally stop when
the owner of those assets
is no longer capable of
managing them. It is
therefore important to
plan ahead with a power
of attorney to ensure
that those who are trying
to care for you have the
ability to manage your
financial affairs including

Your attorney
will “step into
your shoes” and
will be able
to do almost
anything
regarding your
finances.
making charitable gifts on
your behalf even when
you are incapacitated.

What is a
power of
attorney?
A power of attorney is
a document that gives
you the ability to choose
a trusted representative
(your “attorney”) to
manage your finances
when you are no longer

capable of doing so
yourself. Your attorney
will “step into your
shoes” and will be able
to do almost anything
regarding your finances
(e.g. manage bank
accounts, sell real estate,
transfer assets etc.). A
power of attorney is
imminently important
even in circumstances
where assets are owned
jointly by more than one
person. For example,
the Land Title Office
will always require the
authorization of all
registered owners to
affect any transactions on
real estate, even where
spouses own real estate

HELP US
HELP STUDENTS
Your legacy gift will support
the next generation of
creative and cultural leaders.

A power of
attorney is
a document
that gives you
the ability to
choose a trusted
representative...
to manage your
finances when
you are no
longer capable
of doing so
yourself.
jointly. Without a power of
attorney, your family may
be placed in the difficult
scenario of attempting
to pay for your expenses
— such as medical care

— while they make an
application to court for
a court order to manage
your financial affairs.
This court order can take
several months to obtain
and will cost several
thousands of dollars.
Importantly, the power of
attorney, if drafted with
additional powers, can be
useful for estate planning
and charitable giving.
Although it is always
important to periodically
review your Will and
other estate planning
documents (e.g. trusts,
beneficiary designations,
insurance declarations),
some may find it useful to

Additional
Power: Gifts
to Charitable
Organizations
An attorney working
under a power of attorney
is generally restricted to
using your money for
your benefit. However,
the law does permit an
attorney to give money to
charities at their discretion
if the power of attorney
expressly says they can do
so. Even where the power
of attorney is silent on the

How would you like to be remembered?
Be a celebrated guardian of Canadian wildlife.
We have a special title for those who name us in their
will or estate plans: Wilderness Guardians.

PLEASE CONTACT:

But we can only give benefits if you let us know
your intent.

Manager, Major Gifts
+ Fund Development

*Benefits: personalized updates, guided field trips and more...

Eva Bouchard

include these additional
powers in a power of
attorney in the event of
sudden incapacity.

Join today. Notify us. See the benefits.*
Learn more at: WildernessCommittee.org/legacy

604 630 4553
ebouchard@ecuad.ca
ecuad.ca/give
Michelle Johnson
Victoria (250) 388-9292
Vancouver (778) 708-9179

46 E. 6th Avenue, Vancouver, BC V5T 1J4
1-800-661-9453 (toll free)
plan@wildernesscommittee.org
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Let Your

ability of your attorney
to use your money for
other purposes, the law
allows your attorney
to give up to the lesser
of 10% of your previous
year’s taxable income or
$5,000 as gifts to charities.
This ability to give assets
where there is no express
provision is limited by
other restrictions, such as
whether you gave gifts
of that same nature to
charities while you were
still capable.
The ability to give assets to
charities is not restricted
to cash and can include
other property such as
shares in a publicly traded
company, which can be
highly beneficial for tax
savings. Specifically, an
attorney can gift shares
in a publicly traded
company directly to a
charity. When shares are

A power of
attorney is
imminently
important even
in circumstances
where assets are
owned jointly
by more than
one person.
gifted, the taxable capital
gain associated with
those shares will typically
be excluded from your
taxable income.
Additionally, while you had
the capacity to manage
your own financial
affairs, you may have set
up a certain type of life
insurance policy with a
charity listed directly as
the beneficiary. Every
year during your lifetime
and while the charity is
listed as a beneficiary, a

charitable tax receipt
will be generated that
can be used to offset
income taxes payable in
that year. You can permit
your attorney under a
power of attorney to
maintain the beneficiary
designations on these
life insurance policies if
they expire or need to
be moved to a different
institution.
A power of attorney
is much more than an
incapacity planning
tool. If drafted and used
appropriately, it can
ensure that both your
estate plan and intentions
to give to charities
are preserved and
maintained. Speak with
an estate planning lawyer
today and a qualified tax
professional to discuss
whether a power of
attorney is right for you.

We want to build
a better world through
strategic charitable giving.
Canadian Association of Gift Planners members are leaders in Canada’s
charitable community, impacting Canada’s philanthropic landscape in a
meaningful way, and providing donors with new and innovative ways to
realize their philanthropic dreams.
We play key roles locally and nationally:
 Expanding the fundraising options available to charitable organizations,
 Advocating for a beneficial tax and legislative environment that
strengthens philanthropic giving,

Legacy
Wild
Be
Be

A gift to Wildlife Rescue Association can be a tangible
way to preserve and protect wildlife impacted by
urbanization. Support the rescue and rehabilitation of
urban wildlife with a legacy gift and help wildlife move
beyond survival and future generations THRIVE.
To learn how you can leave a gift, call:
Shantal Cashman at 604-526-2747 ext 506
giving@wildliferescue.ca • www.wildliferescue.ca

arthritis
is ageless
imagine a future without pain and disability.
Your legacy gift to
arthritis research canada
can make that possible for
the 5.6 million canadians
currently living with
arthritis and for
future generations.

 Creating networking opportunities with like-minded professionals
and experts, and,
 Providing access to outstanding learning opportunities and
professional development.

Learn more at: www.cagp-acpdp.org
contact: Patti nakatsu
Director of Development
604.207.4002
pnakatsu@arthritisresearch.ca
arthritisresearch.ca/support-us
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Leave a Legacy™

Partnership List 2018
Further information on the leave a legacy™ program can be obtained by visiting
the leave a legacy™ Greater Vancouver website at leavealegacyvancouver.com
or by emailing info@leavealegacyvancouver.com.

MOSAIC
Susan Rae
srae@mosaicbc.org | mosaicbc.org

Information on how your organization can become a leave a legacy™
Greater Vancouver Partner can be obtained by emailing partnership@
leavealegacyvancouver.com.

Norton Rose Fulbright Canada LLP
Michael Blatchford
Michael.Blatchford@nortonrosefulbright.com
nortonrosefulbright.com

ALS Society of BC
Rena Mendoza
donor-relations@alsbc.ca | alsbc.ca

Canuck Place Children’s Hospice
Robert Hamanishi
rhamanishi@canuckplace.org
canuckplace.org

Pacific Riding
for Developing Abilities
Michelle Ingall
mingall@prda.ca | prda.ca

The Kidney Foundation of
Canada, BC Branch
Pia Schindler
pias@kidney.bc.ca | kidney.ca/bc

Clark Wilson LLP
Raman Johal
RJohal@cwilson.com | cwilson.com

Peace Arch
Hospital Foundation
Jim Bindon
jim@pahfoundation.ca
pahfoundation.ca

The Nature Trust
of British Columbia
Deb Kennedy
debkennedy@naturetrust.bc.ca
naturetrust.bc.ca

Public Guardian and Trustee
of British Columbia
Bryce Somerville
bsomerville@trustee.bc.ca | trustee.bc.ca

The Terry Fox Foundation
Andrea Tang
Andrea.Tang@terryfox.org
terryfox.org

RGF Integrated Wealth
Management
Pat McGuire
pmcguire@rgfwealth.com
rgfwealth.com/patrickmcguire

Trinity Western University
Inga Warnock
warnock@twu.ca | twu.ca/giving

Alzheimer Society of BC
Leona Gonczy
LGonczy@alzheimerbc.org
alzheimer.ca/en/bc
Archdiocese of Vancouver
Henrietta Lam
hlam@rcav.org | rcav.org
Arthritis Research Canada
Patti Nakatsu
pnakatsu@arthritisresearch.ca
arthritisresearch.ca
BC Cancer Foundation
Kelly Sodtka
legacy@bccancer.bc.ca
bccancerfoundation.com
BC Children’s Hospital
Foundation
Hilary Beard
hbeard@bcchf.ca | bcchf.ca
BC Federation of
Foster Parent Associations
Anita Cymet
anita@bcfosterparents.ca
bcfosterparents.ca
BC Wildlife Federation
Suzie MacMillan
dev_coordinator@bcwf.bc.ca
bcwf.bc.ca
BC Women’s Hospital &
Health Centre Foundation
Beth Ann Locke
bethann.locke@bcwomensfoundation.org
bcwomensfoundation.org
Big Brothers of
Greater Vancouver Foundation
Valerie Lambert
valerie.lambert@bigbrothersbigsisters.ca
bigbrothersvancouver.com
Big Sisters of BC Lower Mainland
Antonia Jennings
akjennings@bigsisters.bc.ca
bigsisters.bc.ca
British Columbia Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Yolanda Benoit
ybenoit@spca.bc.ca | spca.bc.ca
Canadian Cancer Society,
B.C. and Yukon
Janice Williams
janice.williams@bc.cancer.ca | cancer.ca

Covenant House Vancouver
Celia Campos
ccampos@covenanthousebc.org
covenanthousebc.org
Crossroads Hospice Society
Anna Wilczewski
info@crossroadshospice.org
crossroadshospicesociety.com
Delta Hospital and
Community Health Foundation
Angela Turner
angela.turner@dhfoundation.ca
dhchfoundation.ca
Ecojustice Canada Society
Sarah May
smay@ecojustice.ca | ecojustice.ca
Grizzly Bear Foundation
Nicholas Scapillati
nscapillati@grizzlybearfoundation.com
grizzlybearfoundation.com
H.R. MacMillan Space Centre
Raylene Marchand
info@spacecentre.ca | spacecentre.ca
Junior Achievement
of British Columbia
Nancy Cardozo
nancy.cardozo@jabc.org | jabc.ca
Knowledge Network
Corporation
Donna Robinson
donnar@knowledge.ca | knowledge.ca
Langley Memorial
Hospital Foundation
Lisa Rosales
lisa.rosales@fraserhealth.ca
lmhfoundation.com

Ridge Meadows
Hospital Foundation
Laura Butler
laura.butler@fraserhealth.ca
rmhfoundation.com
Ronald McDonald House BC
Shannon Kidd
shannon@rmhbc.ca | rmhbc.ca
Royal Columbian
Hospital Foundation
Catherine Cornish
catherine.cornish@fraserhealth.ca
rchfoundation.com
Scotia Wealth Management
Dave Lee
dave.lee@scotiawealth.com | dave-lee.ca
Simon Fraser University
Cary Gaymond
cary_gaymond@sfu.ca | sfu.ca
Solus Trust Company Limited
Mark Oldham
moldham@solustrust.com | solustrust.com
SOS Children’s Village BC
Douglas Dunn
douglasdunn@sosbc.org | sosbc.org

Make-A-Wish Foundation
of BC & Yukon
Ross Hetherington
bcchapter@makeawish.ca
makeawishbc.ca

Sources Community
Resources Foundation
Amira Loosemore
aloosemore@sourcesbc.ca
sourcesfoundation.ca

McLaren Housing Society
of British Columbia
Kim Stacey
kim@mclarenhousing.org
mclarenhousing.com

St. Paul’s Foundation
of Vancouver
Karen Brown
KBrown@providencehealth.bc.ca
helpstpauls.com

Surrey Hospital Foundation
Yolanda Bouwman
Yolanda.Bouwman@fraserhealth.ca
surreyhospitalfoundation.com
TB Vets Charitable Foundation
Kandys Merola
Kandys@tbvets.org | tbvets.org

Union Gospel Mission
Keisha Knight
kknight@ugm.ca | ugm.ca
Vancouver Foundation
Calvin Fong
calvin.fong@vancouverfoundation.ca
vancouverfoundation.ca
Variety —
The Children’s Charity of BC
Jennifer Shang
Jennifer.Shang@variety.bc.ca
variety.bc.ca
VGH & UBC
Hospital Foundation
Charlene Taylor
charlene.taylor@vghfoundation.ca
vghfoundation.ca
West End Seniors’ Network
Society (WESN)
Anthony Kupferschmidt
executivedirector@wesn.ca | wesn.ca
Westcoast Wills & Estates
Mike Beishuizen
mike@westcoastwills.com
westcoastwills.com
Western Canada
Wilderness Committee
Michelle Johnson
michelle@wildernesscommittee.org
wildernesscommittee.org
York House School
Priscilla Clark
priscilla_clark@yorkhouse.ca
yorkhouse.ca
Zajac Ranch for Children
Carmen Zajac
info@zajac.com | zajacranch.com

“MY GRANDMA
INSPIRED ME TO
BECOME A NURSE,
AND BCIT HELPED
ME TO GROW IN
WAYS I’VE NEVER
IMAGINED.”
Kayla Di Bauda
BCIT Nursing Student

—
LEAVE YOUR LEGACY
FOR A COMPLEX WORLD.
You can make an extraordinary difference.
Your generous gift will support BCIT students
to embrace today’s challenges and inspire
change to build a better tomorrow.
You can help students like Kayla overcome
obstacles so they can focus on developing their
skills with state-of-the-art technology at BCIT.
Contact Kimberly Harmsen at 604.451.6902
or foundation@bcit.ca

——
MANNEQUINS PROVIDE STUDENTS WITH
HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE AT THE SPECIALTY
HIGH-FIDELITY SIMULATION LAB.

